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LANDSCAPE PATTERN RESPONSE TO CHANGES IN PATTERN
GENERATION RULES: LAND-USE LEGACIES IN FORESTRY
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Abstract. The Pacific Northwest of the United States is currently embroiled in an
acrimonious debate over the management of federal forest lands. Constructive resolution
of this debate will require better information on a broad range of forest management issues.
This study focuses on one such issue: the development of landscape pattern in response
to alternative forest cutting plans and the degree to which established landscape patterns
can be changed. Dispersed cutting has been conducted on federal lands in the western

United States for > 40 yr, but alternative cutting plans are now being considered. To assess
the effects of different disturbance processes on the development of landscape pattern, we
compare dispersed- and aggregated-cutting plans using a simple, rule-based simulation
model that incorporates realistic regulatory and logistic constraints. Our results indicate
that, once established, the landscape pattern created by dispersed disturbances is difficult
to erase without a substantial reduction in the disturbance rate or a reduction in the
minimum stand age eligible for disturbance. Change in landscape pattern can lag substantially behind change in the rules governing pattern generation.
Key words: disturbance; forest fragmentation; forest management; landscape pattern dynamics;
land use; pattern and process; simulation model.

INTRODUCTION

There is a rich tradition in ecology of studying the
relationship between pattern and process (Watt 1947,
Bormann and Likens 1979, McIntosh 1985, Cale et al.

disturbance processes, these rules may have a substan-

tial stochastic component. Although the forest cutting
process is much more deterministic than most natural
disturbance processes, the simple model presented here
provides a number of important general lessons re-

1989, Turner 1989). Many studies have examined
garding landscape pattern response to changes in the
the role of natural disturbance processes in the creation
character
of the disturbance process.
of spatial patterns (Steele 1978, White 1979, Paine and
Over
the
past several decades, public forests in the
Levin 1981, Mooney and Godron 1983, Picket and
PNW and elsewhere have been cut using a dispersed
White 1985). These studies have usually been con("staggered setting") cutting process that widely disducted by first describing spatial patterns and then intributes
10-20 ha cutting units across the landscape.
ferring the characteristics of the processes that proThe
rules
governing this cutting process were originally
duced them. It has rarely been possible to directly
manipulate the disturbance process to examine the ef-conceived to promote forest regeneration by seed rain
from adjacent stands, to rapidly develop a road netfect on spatial pattern. A few studies have begun to
work
that could be used for fire suppression and other
question whether spatial patterns are always a reliable
management
activities, to create edge and early-seral
indicator of the ecological processes that created them
habitat favored by many game animals, to disperse the
(Caleetal. 1989).
hydrologic and sediment production effects of cutting,
Here we use a simulation model that enables us to
and to minimize the visual effects of clear-cut areas
manipulate the characteristics of a disturbance process
(Smith 1985). At present, many of these original oband examine the resulting landscape patterns and rates
of pattern change. The model simulates the forest cut- jectives have been met or superseded and new objectives have emerged. Reliance on natural regeneration
ting process on federal lands in the Pacific Northwest
has been abandoned in favor of manual planting of
(PNW) of the United States. The character of the forest

cutting process, and many other disturbance processes,

seedlings. The primary transportation network is large-

can be defined by a set of rules. In the case of natural

ly complete. Although this network does facilitate a

' Manuscript received 11 January 1993; revised 30 August
1993; accepted 31 August 1993.

closely associated with the road network (Burke 1980).

range of management activities, including fire suppression efforts, most ignitions are anthropogenic and
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Game species have benefited from the creation of a

scape-level pattern legacy that may constrain future

great deal of edge and early-seral habitat and the use

management decisions. If it is concluded that an ag-

of dispersed cutting to reduce hydrologic and sediment

gregated distribution of cuts is more desirable, either

production effects remains valid. However, these ob-

for ecological or economic reasons, just how difficult

jectives are now being balanced against newer, land-

will it be to transform the current landscape pattern

scape-level objectives (Harris 1984, Franklin and For-

into a new one?

Our objective here is not to focus on the ecological

man 1987).

Criticism of the dispersed-cutting pattern generally

or economic consequences of these landscape patterns,

focus on effects of "forest fragmentation": the large

but rather to examine the relationship between the

amount of high-contrast, forest-clearcut edge that is

disturbance rule set and the patterns that are created

created and the rapid decline in the extent of interior-

on the landscape. In particular, we focus on the lag in

forest habitat. Remnant forest along these high-con-

pattern change and the rule changes needed to trans-

trast edges suffers increased mortality due to wind-

form a landscape from one pattern to another. We

throw (Ruth and Yoder 1953, Gratkowski 1956, Hol-

begin by comparing the landscape patterns created by

tam 1971, DeWalle 1983, Savill 1983) and other pro-

dispersed- and aggregated-cutting rule sets in the ab-

cesses (Rudinsky 1962, Franklin and Forman 1987).
The altered microclimate of these edges also influences

sence of an initial pattern. We then initiate a series of

seedling establishment and competitive interactions

switch to the aggregated rule set at different points

between individual plants and results in changes in

during the first rotation. Finally, we examine how the

forest structure and composition (Saunders et al. 1 991,

transformation from one landscape pattern to another

simulations using the dispersed-cutting rule set and

Chen et al. 1992). Deleterious effects of edges on fauna,

is influenced by changes in the individual rules that

such as-nest predation and brood parasitism on forest

govern the cutting process.

birds, are well documented in Eastern forests (Wilcove
1985, Wilcove et al. 1986, Noss 1991). Forest fragmentation in PNW forests is a much more recent phenomenon, and these effects have not yet been well doc-

METHODS

Model description

umented (but see Rosenberg and Raphael 1986 and

Model structure and inputs. -This work uses a new

Lehmkuhl et al. 1991). Sharp declines in the extent of

simulation model for pattern development in forested

large blocks of interior old-growth forest have also raisedlandscapes. The model, CASCADE, builds on earlier
modeling work by Franklin and Forman (1987), Li
serious concern for the survival of the Northern Spot-

ted Owl (Strix occidentalis caurina), the Marbled
Murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus) and other oldgrowth-dependent species (Gutierrez and Carey 1985,

(1989), and Li et al. (1993). CASCADE operates on a
simple gridded landscape and simulates landscape pat-

tern dynamics in response to forest cutting and sub-

Thomas et al. 1990, Johnson et al. 1991, Ruggiero et

sequent regrowth. Vegetation dynamics are not mod-

al. 1991, Noss 1993).

eled directly (sensu Botkin et al. 1972, Shugart 1984,

Several alternatives to dispersed cutting are currently

under consideration in the PNW. Many of the alter-

Smith and Urban 1988). Instead, forest regrowth is
simply indexed as time since disturbance.

natives are intended to modify timber harvesting prac-

CASCADE is written in C and operates in a UNIX

tices at both the stand and landscape level so that they

environment. The model requires two co-registered,

are more similar to the pre-settlement, wildfire-dom-

gridded data layers and one auxiliary file as inputs to
describe the study area and define initial conditions.

inated, disturbance regime. These include reducing the

Any size grid cell may be used. Selection of grid cell
size represents a trade-off between accuracy in representation of the study area and computational limitations. The first data layer (AGE) provides the initial
al. 1991), and adopting a more aggregated distribution
stand age for each grid cell. The second data layer
of cuts (Franklin and Forman 1987, Johnson et al.
(LHU) is a map of "Logical Harvest Units." Each LHU
1991, Swanson and Franklin 1992, Li et al. 1993). Here
we consider the latter alternative: an aggregated-cutting is a polygon constructed of many individual grid cells.
All grid cells within a LHU are given the same idenprocess that reduces the amount of high-contrast edge
tification number. The shape, size, and position of
habitat and retains larger blocks of interior forest habLHUs in the study area are defined by a forest engineer
itat in the landscape. Most cutting on national forests
and incorporate regulatory and logistic constraints on
in the PNW has been conducted during the last 40 yr,
road placement and log removal. These constraints are
and on much of this land outside the protected wilderness areas, the first rotation of dispersed cutting is imposed primarily by topography and the location of
area available for cutting by creating a network of large
(20 000-50 000 ha) reserves (Thomas et al. 1990, Noss
1993), the use of longer rotation lengths (Johnson et

now 20-40% complete (Ripple et al. 1991, Spies et al.
1994). On some national forests, >70% of the land
suitable for timber harvest has been cut (Morrison

the perennial stream network. The auxiliary input file
(CENT) contains a listing of the LHU identification
numbers and the x, y, grid cell coordinates for the

centroid of each LHU.
1990). This historical activity has created a strong land-
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less). In forests on the west side of the Cascade Moun-

and cut completely; cutting only a portion of a unit is

tain Range, canopy closure usually occurs at 30 yr

not permitted. Since the consequences (ecological, hy-

after disturbance. Although there are important eco-

drological, or economic) of landscape pattern are not

logical differences between various age classes of closed-

considered in this paper, the details of silvicultural

canopy forest, these differences are less striking than

treatments within units are not specified (i.e., clearcut,

the contrast between open-canopy and closed-canopy

shelterwood, green-tree retention, etc.). It is sufficient

forest (Hansen et al. 1991). For these simulations,

for this analysis to specify that all units are cut using

closed-canopy forest is viewed as the matrix within

the same technique.

which an archipelago of cuts is distributed. The cutting

Cutting rules.-1. Constraints on cutting.-For sim-

algorithm used here schedules the arrangement of this

ulations using a dispersed distribution of cuts, adjacent

archipelago. After canopy closure at age 30 a cutover

units were not eligible for cutting during the same 10-

unit is treated as part of the matrix and its position is

yr time step. This constraint is currently part of man-

no longer considered when selecting new units for cut-

agement practices on public forests in the PNW; how-

ting. In one series of simulations we compare the effect

ever, it has not been widely applied on private land

of using canopy-closure ages of 20 and 40 yr.

(US Forest Service 1990). This adjacency constraint

Pattern description. -Although the model tracks

was not applied to simulations using the aggregated

changes in the stand age of each cutting unit in response

distribution of cuts.

to logging and stand regrowth, for simplicity in pre-

During each rotation, the entire planning area was

sentation of the results we distinguished only between

cut once. Most of the simulations used a 100-yr ro-

open-canopy and closed-canopy stands. All simula-

tation length. This rotation length dictated that 10%

tions were run for three full rotations (300 yr for sim-

of the watershed was cut each decade and no units with

ulations that used a 100-yr rotation) with maps of the

an age < 100 yr were eligible for cutting. In the final

landscape output at the end of each 10-yr time step.

group of simulations, cutting rate and minimum age

A series of landscape indices was generated for each of

constraints were partially relaxed.

these maps. Although dozens of indices are available

Simulations were conducted to examine the effect of

for describing landscape pattern (O'Neill et al. 1988),

rotation length on landscape pattern development. In

we focus on two simple, ecologically significant mea-

addition to the 100-yr rotation length used in most of

sures: (1) density of edges (metres per hectare) between

the other simulations, we included 50- and 200-yr ro-

open- and closed-canopy forest; and (2) mean size (hec-

tation lengths with cutting rates of 20% and 5% of the

tares) of interior, closed-canopy forest patches. Interior

watershed cut per decade and minimum cutting ages

closed-canopy forest was defined as all closed-canopy

of 50 and 200 yr, respectively.

forest > 100 m from the edge of a patch of open-canopy

2. Spatial distribution of cuts. -The algorithm with-

forest. Chen et al. (1992) have examined a range of

in CASCADE that generates either a dispersed or ag-

biological and physical response variables along tran-

gregated distribution of cuts is based on the use of a

sects from recent clearcuts into intact, old-growth,

dispersion index developed by Clark and Evans (1 9 5 4):

Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest stands in

R = 2p"2r,
where R is the dispersion index, p is the mean patch

Oregon and Washington. For some variables, measurable edge effects persist hundreds of metres from clear-

cut edges. They arbitrarily defined the depth-of-edge

density (number of patches per unit area), and r is the

influence as the point at which a response variable

mean nearest neighbor distance (see also Pielou 1977:

returns to a condition representing two-thirds of the

1 5 5). This dispersion index is widely used in ecological

interior forest environment. Using this approach, they

studies to provide a measure of the spatial distribution

found depth-of-edge influence ranged from 0 to 137

of objects. For a random arrangement of objects, R =
1; R < 1 indicates an aggregated distribution of objects,

m. For this study we use 100 m as an overall estimate

while R > 1 indicates a dispersed or uniform distribution of objects. In this study, nearest neighbor dis-

tances were calculated from the centroid of one cutting
unit to the centroid of its nearest neighbor.
In all simulations, the initial unit to be cut was se-

of the edge influence.

Study area
A 3827-ha landscape composed of two watersheds

in the central Oregon portion of the Cascade Range
was used for these simulations (Fig. 1). We digitized a

lected at random. To select each subsequent unit, all

LHU map of the study area using a 50 x 50 m grid

units eligible for cutting are examined and the unit that

cell size. In the simulations, logging was prohibited in

either maximizes (dispersed cutting) or minimizes (aggregated cutting) the dispersion index is selected as the

a 100 m wide buffer zone on each side of perennial
streams. This buffer zone width is intermediate be-

next unit to be cut. As cutting proceeds, the dispersion

tween current operational Forest Service guidelines (US

index is calculated using only a prospective cutting unit

Forest Service 1990) and recent recommendations that

and all "recently" cutover units (defined for most of

are intended to aid in the restoration of anadromous

our simulations as a unit with a stand age of 30 yr or

fish populations (Johnson et al. 1991). LHUs for this
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simulations used a 1 00-yr rotation length and canopyclosure ages of 20, 30, and 40 yr. For each canopyclosure age, five pairs of simulations were conducted.
Each pair of simulations began using a different ran-

domly selected initial LHU. After cutting this randomly selected initial unit, each pair of simulations included one run that proceeded using the dispersed-cutting
rule set and another that used the aggregated-cutting
rule set. These same five randomly selected initial LHUs
were used to initiate all subsequent replicate runs. The
second subset of simulations used a canopy-closure age
of 30 yr and rotation lengths of 50 and 200 yr. For
each rotation length, five pairs of simulations were

conducted; one run used dispersed cutting, while the
other used aggregated cutting.
All runs in the second set of simulations were based
on the use of a 100-yr rotation length and a canopyStudy
*Area

closure age of 30 yr. All runs were initiated using dispersed cutting and then switched to aggregated cutting
after 20, 40, or 60 yr. Five replicate simulations were

OREGON

FIG. 1. Cutting unit map of the Cooke-Quentin watershed
in the west-central Oregon Cascade mountain range (Blue
River Ranger District of the Willamette National Forest).
Shaded area represents riparian zones, which are not eligible
for cutting. Other polygons represent logical harvest units (see
Methods: Model structure and inputs).

conducted for each of these three transition times.
The third set of simulations also used a 100-yr ro-

narrower riparian buffer zone. Use of the 100-m buffer

tation length and a canopy-closure age of 30 yr. All
runs were again initiated using dispersed cutting and
a switch to aggregated cutting after 50 yr. After making
the switch, one ofthe constraints to cutting was relaxed.
The first subset of simulations involved reducing the
minimum cutting age constraint from 100 to 50 yr. On
federal lands in the PNW, harvesting stands with an
age of <50 yr is not generally considered ecologically

zone here greatly reduced the size of some of the

or economically prudent. In these simulations, this re-

streamside LHUs. In practice, some of these smaller

duced minimum cutting age was maintained for 20,

watershed were originally defined using a somewhat

units would probably be absorbed into adjacent units,

60, or 100 yr. Five replicate simulations were con-

however, this adjustment would not have a substantive

ducted for each of these periods. The second subset of
simulations involved reducing the cutting rate for a
period of 50 yr. After the switch to aggregated cutting,
the cutting rate was reduced from 10% of the study
area per decade to 0, 4, or 8% per decade. Five replicate

impact on our results. For the LHU map used here,

sizes range from 0.75 to 37.25 ha with an average size
of 7.4 ha.
Simulations

In order to focus on the process of pattern devel-

simulation runs were conducted for each of these cutting rates.

opment, all simulations were initiated on a landscape
with no pattern; that is, at time zero the entire watershed was initialized to a stand age that was eligible for
cutting. Three sets of simulations were conducted. These
simulations were intended to: (1) compare the land-

scape patterns that developed using either the dispersed
or the aggregated-cutting rule sets; (2) examine landscape pattern response when the cutting rule set was
switched from dispersed to aggregated at different points
during the first rotation (i.e., at different stages of development of a dispersed pattern); and (3) determine
how a relaxation of the constraints to cutting (cutting

rate, minimum cutting age) influenced the pattern that
developed after switching from a dispersed to an aggregated-cutting rule set.
The first set of simulations was used to compare

pattern development using a range of different canopy-

closure ages and rotation lengths. The first subset of

RESULTS

Pattern development

The landscape patterns that developed for one pair
of simulations during the first 80 yr are illustrated in
Fig. 2. This pair of simulations used a canopy-closure
age of 30 yr and a rotation length of 100 yr. The dispersed-cutting rule set rapidly produced and then
maintained a landscape with an edge density more than
twice as high as that produced using an aggregatedcutting rule set (Fig. 3a). Similarly, the mean size of
interior, closed-canopy forest patches was quite different under dispersed and aggregated-cutting rule sets
(Fig; 3b). Among the five replicate simulations using
the dispersed-cutting rule set and among the five replicates using the aggregated rule set, the variation at
any given simulation time step is very small. This vari-
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ation is caused by the different, randomly selected,

ulations were conducted using a LHU map from an-

initial cutting unit used for each replicate. Since the

other study area.

variance among replicates is so small, and remained

small for all subsequent model runs, in the remaining

Pattern response to switch in cutting
rule set

graphs we present only the mean response curves.

The mean response curves for simulations using a

Switching from a dispersed- to an aggregated-cutting

100-yr rotation length and canopy-closure ages of 20,

rule set produced little change in landscape pattern

30, and 40 yr were essentially parallel (Fig. 4). Simi-

(Fig. 6). Even after only 20 yr of dispersed cutting, this

larly, the mean response curves for simulations using

switch in the cutting process produced only a small

a canopy-closure age of 30 yr and rotation lengths of

change in the landscape pattern, as reflected in the edge

50, 100, and 200 yr were also essentially parallel (Fig.

density and the mean size of interior forest patches. A

5). Neither canopy-closure age nor rotation length had

switch after 40 or 60 yr produced even less change in

much effect on the difference between the response

landscape pattern.

curves for landscapes generated using dispersed or aggregated cutting. Regardless of canopy-closure age or
rotation length, dispersed cutting results in a much

Pattern response to change of
individual rules

higher edge density and a much lower mean interior

Relaxing the minimum cutting age constraint re-

forest patch size than when aggregated cutting is used.

sulted in only a partial change in landscape pattern

For all simulations presented here, the riparian zones

(Fig. 7); however, this change was slightly greater than

were treated as "background," i.e., areas of closed can-

that obtained without easing this constraint (Fig. 6).

opy forest were treated as discrete patches if separated

The length of time that this constraint is relaxed has

by a riparian zone. Additional model runs were also

a relatively small effect on the results.

conducted (results not presented here) without riparian

Reduction of the cutting rate resulted in a greater

corridors or with the riparian corridors treated as "con-

change in landscape pattern (Fig. 8). A complete mor-

nectors" between patches of closed canopy forest. In

atorium on cutting (0% of watershed cut per decade)

these simulations, the differences between landscape

for 50 yr resulted in the largest change in landscape

pattern generated by dispersed and aggregated-cutting

pattern. After this moratorium, edge density was nearly

rule sets were comparable to those presented here. Re-

as low as for the simulations initiated using the aggre-

sults (not presented) were also comparable when sim-

gated-cutting algorithm. The moratorium also resulted
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features that distinguish managed stands (plantations)

a

from natural stands (Franklin et al. 1981, Hansen et
Dspersed

E 50

al. 1991). Although the ecological differences between
managed and natural stands are important, we have

chosen to ignore these differences for the purposes of
our analyses. Our analyses have focused on the differ-

ences, at comparable points in the cutting cycle, be=, 25

W

Aggregated

tween landscape patterns generated by various cutting
processes. We recognize that, as a result of the declining
presence of natural forest over the first rotation, conditions that exist during the first rotation are unlike

0

0

10

.

20

30

Decade

b

study. An analysis of the ecological consequences of

N

(U

For this reason, comparisons between landscapes at
different points in the cutting cycle, with different

amounts of residual natural forest, could be very misleading with the simple landscape metrics used in this

600

E

those that will exist throughout subsequent rotations.

400

A

aggregated

these landscape patterns will require consideration of
the structural characteristics of the various natural and
managed stands in the landscape.

0~
1U)

Pattern development

0 200

c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Dcd

Our preliminary series of simulations demonstrate
that canopy-closure age and rotation length have little
(U ~~~~~~~~~Dispersed
effect on the difference between landscape patterns gen0
erated by dispersed or aggregated-cutting rule sets (Figs.
0
10
20
30
4 and 5, respectively). The values of both landscape
Decade
metrics were somewhat different when different canFIG. 3. 300-yr simulations using dispersed- oropy-closure
aggregatedages and rotation lengths were used; howcutting rule set. All runs used a 100-yr rotation length (10%
ever, the differences between the landscape metrics
of area cut per decade) and a canopy-closure age of 30 yr.
generated by these two cutting plans remained comThick lines represent the mean of five replicates. Thin lines
parable. Since we were primarily interested in these
represent response curves for each replicate. (a) Density of
edges between open and closed-canopy forest; (b) Mean size
differences rather than the absolute value of any given
of interior closed-canopy forest patches.
landscape metric, we chose to use a canopy-closure age
of 30 yr and a rotation length of 100 yr for the balance
of our simulations.
in the largest increase in mean patch size of interior,

closed-canopy forest. This increase in mean patch size
was accompanied by a striking increase in the temporal
variability in patch size. At times, mean patch size

greatly exceeded values for simulations initiated using
the aggregated-cutting rules; during most time steps,
however, forest patches were only about half the size

of those created in simulations initiated using the aggregated-cutting rules. A relatively modest reduction
in the cutting rate to 8% per decade resulted in a sub-

stantial reduction in edge density, but only a small
change in mean interior forest patch size.
DISCUSSION

Following a wildfire, surviving trees, snags, and coarse

The results of our analyses of landscape patterns
generated using either the dispersed or aggregated-cutting rule sets are consistent with the earlier results from
Franklin and Forman (1987), Li (1989), and Li et al.
(1993). However, our results extend their findings by
providing a more complete picture of the dynamics of
landscape pattern through multiple rotations and by
examining pattern inertia when cutting rules are
changed. These earlier studies focused on the conversion of natural forests to managed forests and chose to
ignore stand regrowth. Their simulations were initiated
with landscapes composed entirely of natural forest
and their analyses documented the elimination of these
natural forests. In order to deal with multiple rotations
in our simulations, we included stand regrowth by in-

woody debris from the previous stand are incorporated

dexing time since logging and we ignored the differ-

into the subsequent stand. This structural legacy con-

ences between natural forests and managed stands over

tributes a great deal to the complexity of young natural

30 yr of age.. Because we chose to include stand regrowth, comparisons between our results and the earlier studies are valid only through year 40. At this point,
when using a canopy-closure age of 30 yr, stand regrowth becomes important and our results begin to

stands (Franklin et al. 1981, Spies et al. 1988, Hansen
et al. 1991). Following a traditional clearcut, little or
no structural legacy is retained from the previous stand,

and this lack of structural complexity is one of the main
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FIG. 4. Effect of canopy-closure age. 300-yr simulations using dispersed (-- -) or aggregated ( ) cutting rule sets and
a 100-yr rotation length (cutting rate of 10% per decade). Canopy-closure ages are 20 (-), 30 (0), and 40 (A) yr. (a) Edge
density; (b) mean interior closed-canopy forest patch size.

diverge from those of Franklin and Forman (1987), Li

ity is a fundamental characteristic of any aggregated

(1989), and Li et al. (1993). These earlier studies did

disturbance process. In contrast, for the dispersed-cut-

not deal with time directly. Instead, they indexed their

ting rule set, we found that both landscape metrics used

simulations based on the percentage of the landscape

here remained fairly constant through the balance of

that had been cut-much the same as the percentage

the simulations. This difference in the temporal vari-

of rotation length index used in our Fig. 5. For the 100-

ability of patch size seems likely to have important

yr rotation length used in most of our simulations, year

consequences for many ecological phenomena. This

40 corresponds to 40% of the landscape cut. For the

variability may provide periodic windows of oppor-

dispersed-cutting plan, our results show edge density

tunity for gene flow between populations restricted to

leveling off at year 40, while the earlier studies show

interior closed-canopy forest, and it may also influence

a continued increase until year 50 (50% of the land-

the propagation of disturbance events such as fire and

scape cut), followed by a steady decline as the remain-

insect outbreaks.

ing natural forest is removed. In each of our scenarios,

The temporal patterns of variation in edge density

the total area of interior closed-canopy forest stabilizes

and mean patch size are identical during the second

after year 40. However, the aggregated-cutting rule set

and third rotations (Fig. 3; decades 10 through 20 and

produces very high variation in mean patch size over
time (Figs. 3b, 4b, and 5b). This temporal variation

definitely and is caused by the deterministic rule sets

20 through 30, respectively). This pattern repeats in-

occurs as large patches are fragmented and merged in

used in these simulations. With the minimum stand

response to cutting and forest regrowth. This variabil-

age eligible for cutting set to a value identical to the
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FIG. 5. Effect of rotation length. 300-yr simulations using dispersed (---) or aggregated (- ) cutting rule sets and a
canopy-closure age of 30 yr. Note that the x axes are normalized to percent of rotation length to facilitate comparisons among

the different rotation lengths. Rotation lengths/cutting rates (% area cut per decade) are 50 yr/20% (0), 100 yr/10% (M) and
200 yr/5% (A) years. (a) Edge density; (b) mean interior closed-canopy forest patch size.

rotation length, the scheduling of cuts becomes locked

LHUs are defined primarily by the constraints imposed

in, in perpetuity, by the end of the first rotation. During

by topography and other factors on log removal from

the first time step ofthe second rotation, the only LHUs

the cutting units. In the steep and highly dissected ter-

old enough to be cut again are the same ones cut during

rain of this region, steel cables are used to move logs

the first time step of the first rotation. The same is true

out of the cutting unit to a landing where they can be

for all subsequent time steps. More flexibility in the

loaded onto trucks. These cable-yarding systems, and

scheduling of cuts could be introduced only by easing

other factors, dictate that the shapes of the individual

the minimum cutting age or cutting rate constraints

LHUs are quite simple (low fractal index) and the range

and by using a less rigidly defined spatial distribution

of sizes is limited by past trade-off decisions among

of cuts. Instead of selecting cutting units that maximize

ecologic, economic, and engineering considerations.

or minimize the dispersion index, cutting units could

Hence, the shape and size of individual LHUs is similar

be selected that result in a dispersion index that is

among watersheds. The LHU map would also have

somewhat less than the maximum or somewhat greater

been similar if it had been developed with the intention

than the minimum possible value.
All simulations presented here are based on a LHU

of using an aggregated-cutting plan (J. Cissel, personal
communication). Since the primary focus of this study

map from a single study area; however, the results were

is on how historic cutting practices constrain future

comparable when using a LHU map from another wa-

landscape patterns, we chose to use cutting unit sizes

tershed (results not presented). The shape and size of

for our simulations that are comparable to those used
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man (1987) and Li et al. (1993) have examined the

a ~ -AA A -A.A -A A, AA

effect of cutting unit size on landscape pattern. They

found that as cutting unit size increases, there is a
s,50

gradual decrease in the difference between landscape

ve*

patterns generated by dispersed or aggregated cutting
(what they referred to as "checkerboard" vs. "pro-

Ul .A,

gressive parallel"). The difference between landscape

patterns generated by dispersed and aggregated cutting
should remain substantial until cutting unit size ap-

,25

-

U-

-

0

proaches the total area cut for each time step.
Roads were not dealt with explicitly in these simu0

lations, although constraints imposed by road place-

10

20

30

Decade

ment were a major factor in the development of the
LHU map. Our simulations implicitly assume that each
road segment is constructed when needed to access the

400 -lb

next LHU selected for cutting. During the initial stages
of timber harvesting in a previously unroaded water-

shed, the dispersion of cuts can be limited by economic
constraints on development of a road system. In most

75
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FIG. 7. Effect of a temporary reduction in the minimum
cutting age for 300-yr simulations initiated using the dispersed-cutting rule set and then switched to the aggregatedcutting rule set after 50 yr of cutting. Rotation length is 100
yr (cutting rate of 10% per decade) and a canopy-closure age
of 30 yr. After the switch, stands > 50 yr of age were eligible
for cutting for a period of 20 ( ), 60 (---), or 100 ( )
yr. Each line represents the mean of five replicates. Mean response curves for 300 yr of dispersed (-- - - - ) and aggregated ( - ) cutting (from Fig. 3) are included for comparison. (a) Edge density; (b) mean interior closed-canopy
forest patch size.

6400 b
N

300 -A
o
0.

cases, it is possible to gain access to a watershed from
several directions, and this makes it possible to dis-

perse the initial cuts to a substantial degree. Li et al.
L1 1
(1993) found that constraints imposed by road con0
struction did reduce the dispersion of cuts. This was
~100
reflected in a lower edge density and higher amounts
of interior forest habitat relative to the pattern gen0
~
erated by maximally dispersed cutting. Even with these
0
10
20
30
road construction constraints, there was a substantial,
Decade
albeit somewhat smaller, difference between the landFIG. 6. 300-yr simulations using a 100-yr rotation length
scape patterns generated by dispersed vs. aggregated
(cutting rate of 10% per decade) and a canopy-closure age of
cutting
(what
they referred to as "staggered-setting"
30 yr. All runs were initiated using the dispersed-cutting
rule
and "progressive
cutting," respectively). Road conset and then switched to the aggregated-cutting rule
set after
20 (.) 40 (---), or 60 (- ) yr of cutting. Each line repstruction was not included as a constraint in any of our
resents the mean of five replicates. Mean response curves simulations.
for
Had it been included, the results of Li et
300 yr of dispersed (---A---) and aggregated ( A -)
al.
(1993)
suggest
that our results would not have been
cutting (from Fig. 3) are included for comparison. (a) Edge
density; (b) mean interior closed-canopy forest patch size. substantively different.
0 200-
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a dispersed to an aggregated landscape pattern (Figs. 7

75

a

and 8). Although the rule change scenarios presented
here do not represent the only changes that could be

implemented, they do provide reasonable examples of

~50

the type of management options that could be imple-

mented in an effort to modify existing landscape patterns. Our results indicate that landscape pattern is

A-A' ~ ~ ~ ~ N
U)

more sensitive to changes in cutting rate than to changes

&

in the minimum cutting age. None of the rule change
0

scenarios tested here were completely successful in
transforming the landscape pattern. A complete transW0 A ]
0
10

formation of landscape pattern would require imple20

30

Decade

mentation of more extreme changes in the cutting rules.
These include a 100-yr moratorium on cutting after
the switch from dispersed to aggregated cutting, or the

600

b

combination of a long moratorium and an extended
reduction in the minimum cutting age.

N

The dispersed- and aggregated-cutting plans pre-

.C)

400-

sented here represent a limited sample of the potential

Co

forest management options. There is a range of other

0

options between these two end points, and many vari-

U.

ations on these two themes, that were not included in

0 200-

0

our analysis. Nevertheless, the "maximum-dispersal"

4-&

algorithm used here produces landscape patterns that
seem to be comparable to the real landscape patterns

that have been produced by logging on federal land. If
comparisons are made between landscapes produced
using a less aggregated and a less dispersed cutting plan,
it seems likely that the differences will be less extreme

than those reported here. It also seems likely that it
rule set and then switched to the aggreg
will be easier to transform the landscape patterns creafter 50 yr of cutting. Canopy-closure
ated using
these less was
extreme cutting
plans. Although
switch, the cutting
rate
reduced
fro
shed per decade to 0% ( ), 4% (---), or 8% ( . ) of the
the spatial distribution of many natural disturbance

watershed per decade for a period of 50 yr. Each line represents the mean of five replicates. Mean response curves for

300 yr of dispersed ( - -A- - -) and aggregated ( A* )
cutting (from Fig. 3) are included for comparison. (a) Edge
density; (b) mean interior closed-canopy forest patch size.

events follows these two basic patterns, few natural
processes are governed by such rigidly deterministic
rule sets (Pickett and White 1985). Nevertheless, the

use of simple models can often be enlightening (May
1989).

Modifying landscape pattern

Disturbances other than those that are part of the

management plan are also likely to affect landscape

If dispersed cutting is abandoned on federal lands in

pattern, in,some cases resetting landscape pattern and

the PNW, our results indicate that it will not be easy

in other cases sustaining it. The effect of these addi-

tional processes (e.g., windthrow, wildfire) will be a
to erase the pattern legacy created by past forest cutting

practices. Regardless of the canopy-closure age or ro-

function of the scale of these processes relative to the

tation length, the difference between the landscape pat-

scale of the management activities and the type and

tern created by dispersed and aggregated-cutting plans

degree of interaction between the management activ-

was comparable (Figs. 4 and 5). Even after only 20 yr

ities and the additional disturbance processes. Very

of dispersed cutting, a pattern is well established on

extensive wildfire, for example, may overprint a land-

the landscape (Figs. 2 and 6). Cuts made during these

scape of smaller patches created by cutting, thus cre-

ating opportunity to develop new landscape patterns
first few decades are not eligible for cutting again until
after the forest has regrown to the point of cutting again.
they reach an age of 100 yr under the rules used in
these simulations. It is necessary to work around these

Some disturbances may amplify landscape pattern

without changing the basic pattern. This may occur as
early cuts, and this has the effect of reinforcing the early

pattern. Erasing this pattern and establishing a new one

a result of selective attack by insects on young age class

requires a substantial change in the individual rules

patches that reinitializes vegetation succession in these

(constraints) that govern the cutting process.
Easing the constraints on minimum cutting age or
reducing the cutting rate improves the transition from

the intended pattern. This can occur when disturbances

patches. Other disturbances may cause modification of
preferentially affect older vegetation at the edges of a
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managed patch. These effects would foster increased
aggregation of young age class patches even though the
management plan may be designed to develop a dis-

persed pattern.
Our results demonstrate that some landscape-level
patterns are highly resistant to change when driven by

deterministic disturbance processes governed by simple rules. The legacy of landscape patterns can persist

long after a fundamental change in the rules governing
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these disturbance processes. Hence, pattern analysis

1991. Conserving biodiversity in managed forests. Bio-

may provide only limited information about changes

Science 41:382-392.

in these disturbance rules. In the simulations presented
here, the switch from a dispersed- to an aggregatedcutting rule, by itself, was not enough to result in a

substantial pattern change (Fig. 6). A partial shift in
landscape pattern occurred only when the change in
the spatial distribution of cuts was accompanied by a
change in the rules that constrain the cutting process
(e.g., change in which age classes are susceptible to
disturbance, Fig. 7; reduction in disturbance rate, Fig.

8). This is an important result that may also apply to
a wide range of anthropogenic and natural disturbance
processes.
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